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SPS-BL point, 1XL, 2X Heavy, D/E,
Sproat bend, Bronze.TMC3761SP-BL

Same design as the TMC3761, except with SP point. With its 1X long and SP 
hook design, this hook should be a standard part of every fly tyer's selection of 
nymph hooks. 

#16 #14 #12 #10

TMC3769SP-BL
Same design as the TMC3769, except with SP point. An excellent hook for 
wet/nymph blind fishing where accelerated penetration and superior holding 
ability are needed. Barbless point doubles penetration ability. Easy to penetrate, 
hard to come off. 

#16 #14 #12 #10

SPS-BL point, 0X~1HX, 1.5XW, D/E, Forged,Bronze.TMC100SP-BL
Heavier wire than the TMC100. With its longer Super Point, this barbless 
model ensures the same holding ability as the barbed TMC100. 

SP hook with 2X heavy wire for maximum strength. Truly versatile design, 
perfect for big fish on small nymphs, strong enough for steelhead. 

#20 #18 #16 #14

#12 #10 #8

SPS-BL POINT

SPS-BL POINT

SPS-BL POINT

SPR-BL point, 2XH, 2XS, 3XW, ST/E, Forged, Bronze.TMC2499SP-BL

SPR-BL POINT

#18 #16 #14 #12

#10 #8 #6

SPS point, 2XH, 3.5XL, 2.5XW, ST/E, Forged, 
Black-nickel .TMC777SP

This SP model is made of very strong carbon steel with a corrosion-
resistant black nickel finish. For smaller saltwater patterns, streamers, 
muddlers, sculpins. 

#10 #8

#6

#4

#2

#1/0
SPS POINT

SPS-BL point,  2X Heavy, D/E, 
Sproat bend, Bronze.

TMC SP POINT SERIES

TMC FLY HOOKS
Tiemco's advanced method has revolutionized the design and 
manufacture of fly hooks. Tiemco has become the world-wide 
leader by introducing new hook styles that let flies more life-like 
and by pioneering new manufacturing processes, such as 
chemical sharpening that improve hook performance. Each 
year we add new hook designs, extending the range of our 
hooks to meet the expanding needs of innovative fly tyers. 
Each Tiemco hook style is designed specifically to satisfy the 
most demanding customers in the world: the fly tyers who 
depend on Tiemco hooks. Tiemco fly hooks are made with fly 
fishing in mind. And since a sharp, strong hook may be the 
single most important component in your fly fishing gear, we 
believe it makes perfect sense to choose the best hooks in the 
world. Think Tiemco!

In addition to the outstanding standard hook points, Tiemco 
introduces innovative speciality point: The new Tiemco SP Series 
features a hollowed curve point with triangulated edges that 
sharpen easily. The "slow-tapered" point lowers the resistance of 
penetration, resulting in accelerated hook sets and better holding 
ability, especially in barbless versions. Biologically speaking, when 
a hook pierces a fish's mouth in a flash, the wound will be 
constricted. The basal part of the point has "apron" on both sides. 
These tiny swelling will work as barb to some degree. In larger 
sizes, they also help streamer flies track better in the water by 
functioning like the keel of a ship. Tiemco SP hooks are 
available in a saltwater model, a streamer model, 
and barbless designs for Dries and Nymphs. 

Tiemco SP Series

2002 NEW PRODUCT
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SPR point, 3XH, 2XS, 3XW, ST/E, Forged,
Black-nickel.TMC600SP

This is the latest style of big game hook features SP. Eyes of each size are 
considered to be large enough to accommodate shock tippets. Made from high 
quality carbon steel for superb strength. A corrosion-resistant black nickel finish 
does not spook the fish. 

#1/0 #2/0

#3/0 #4/0

#6/0

#8/0

SPR POINT

Dry Fly, D/E, 1XF, Wide gape, Forged, Bronze.TMC100

Dry Fly, D/E, 1XF, Wide gape, Forged, Barbless, Bronze.TMC100BL

Dry Fly, Straight eye, 1XF, Wide gape, Forged, Bronze.TMC101

Tiemco's standard dry fly hook. A slightly wider gape and increased wire strength in smaller 
sizes makes this the most popular all-purpose hook for dry fly work. 

A barbless version of Tiemco's most popular dry fly hook. The longer hook point 
allows for the same secure hooking and holding as the barbed model.

For anglers who prefer a straight-eye hook, the TMC 101 incorporates all of the other 
features of the popular TMC 100.

Dry Fly, D/E, 1XF, Wide gape, Forged, Black.TMC102Y
Originally designed as a solution for the "quick take" strikes of Japanese native trout, the 
TMC 102Y has become the standard hook for tying parachute-style patterns. The point 
has moved back slightly for more secure hooking. Black finish, odd sizes and down-eye 
only. 

#24#26#28

#26

#12

#26

#12 #10 #8

#24 #22 #20 #18 #16

#14

#10 #8

#24 #22 #20 #18 #16

#14

#14 #12 #10 #8

#22 #20 #18 #16

#21 #19 #17 #15

#13 #11 #9

Parachute & Thorax, Slightly D/E, 2X Fine, 2X Short, 
Perfect bend, Microbarb, Black. TMC531

The shank of this model is 2X short and the gape is wider than on the same-sized 
hook of normal shank length. The larger hooking angle is combined with an 
extremely sharp point to produce a short-shank hook that holds a hooked fish 
very well. 

#20 #18 #16 #14 #12 #10

Dry & Wet Fly, D/E,1X Heavy, Wide gape, Forged, Bronze.TMC9300
The best dry fly hook available for hair-wing patterns. The use of a little heavier 
wire than the traditional dry fly hook produces a hook that is tough enough to 
handle large trout in weedy stream or lake conditions. An exceptionally strong 
dry fly hook that is the perfect choice for standard wets and soft hackle flies.  

#20

#10 #8

#18 #16 #14

#12

Dry Fly, D/E, 1XF, Perfect bend, Forged, Bronze.TMC5210
This hook features a model "perfect bend" to produce a traditional-style dry fly hook 
that is both versatile and appealing to the eye of the fly tyer. 

#20 #18 #16 #14 #12 #10
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Midge dry & Tiny emerger, D/E, 3XF, Variable wide 
gape/short shank, Micro barb, Bronze.TMC508

This hook is designed especially for modern midge patterns developed with 
contemporary synthetic and natural materials in mind. The TMC 508 has a wide gape 
and long point, to insure more secure hooking and holding. The short shank reduces 
fly silhouette, and the fine wire makes it much lighter. An ideal hook for tiny dry flies. 

Midge dry & Tiny emerger, straight eye, 3XF, Variable 
wide gape / short shank, Micro barb, Bronze.TMC518

This new midge hook was specially designed for the smaller sizes of TMC508. 
The straight-eye design provides a more open gape needed especially in the micro 
sizes like these. The size 32 is the world's smallest eyed "decent" fly fishing hook. 

Dry Fly, D/E, Wide gape, Extra fine wire, Barbless, Black.TMC103BL
With its razor-sharp point and barbless design, this hook penetrates the fish's jaw 
quickly and holds securely. We find that many people are switching to barbless hooks 
not only because they simplify releasing fish, but also because the barbless design 
makes for a more secure hook-up with the fish. The TMC 103BL is a versatile design 
and can be incorporated into dry flies, soft-hackle patterns, CDC flies and emergers 
with ease. 

Dry, Wet, Nymph, Grasshopper, D/E,Wide gape, Extra 
fine wire,1X~3X Variable long shank, Barbless, Black.TMC109BL

This is a long-shank version of the barbless TMC 103BL that can be used for 
both nymphs and dry flies. It features odd-numbered sizes with variable shank 
lengths. Sizes #7-#9 have a 3X-long shank. Size #11-#15 have a 1.5X-long 
shank, making them a little shorter in the shank than our TMC 5262. On the 
smaller sizes, #17-#19, the shank is 1X-long, so you can tie dry flies on this 
hook just as you would on a TMC 100. Black finish with a very sharp hook 
point. 

Dry Fly, D/E, 1XF, 1X Wide, Semidropped Point, 
Barbless, Forged, Black. TMC900BL

A barbless hook designed so that the point goes outward slightly and the 
throat is deep enough to hold fish as well as a barbed model. The wire is 
strong enough to hold big fish. The size range, sizes #8-#24, covers many 
different types of flies and fishing. 

No hackle, Sparsely dressed dry fly & emerger, D/E, 
2XF, Barbless, Black.TMC902BL

This feather-weight, barbless dry fly hook is best suited for sparsely hackled or 
no-hackle flies. It is also a good choice for emergers and nymphs. Unlike the 
TMC 900BL, this lighter-wire model has the point turned slightly inward to 
compensate for hooking shock that might open the gape. After quick penetration, 
the modified throat of this hook holds a fish well even without a barb.  

Wet, D/E, 1X Heavy, 1X Wide gape, TCS point, Limerick 
bend, Bronze.TMC760TC

This is the long-awaited new wet fly hook features the Limerick bend. The 
design with the straight TC point insures more secure hooking and holding.

Dry Fly, D/E, 3XF , Perfect bend, Forged, Bronze.TMC5230
A true feather-weight dry fly hook, this is the lightest of the many light-wire 
hooks available. In size #16, it weighs only 0.13 grains. Not for general dry 
fly use, but an excellent hook for imitating the most delicate insects on 
highly selective fish. 

Hopper & Terrestrial, D/E ,2XL, 1XF, Perfect bend, 
Forged, Bronze.TMC5212

A 2X-long dry fly hook based on the same design as our TMC 5262 nymph 
and streamer hook. The long shank makes it useful for imitating hoppers, 
adult stoneflies and caddis flies, as well as some of the largest mayfly duns.  

Trico & Midge, Up eye, 2X Short, Standard wire, 
Straight Point, Forged, Bronze.TMC500U

Although most dry flies are tied on down-eye hooks, many people prefer the 
up-eye design of the TMC 500U. This is an excellent hook for tricos and 
midge patterns. The use of standard wire enables this relatively small hook to 
stand up to the heavy take of a big fish. 

Dry Fly, Straight eye, 1X Short, Standard wire, Straight 
Point,  Forged, Bronze.TMC501

Our most popular hook for midges and small dry flies. Many manufacturers make 
their smaller hook sizes, especially sizes #20-#24, in progressively smaller wire 
sizes. However, as tippet materials continue to improve and achieve higher 
breaking strengths, Tiemco believes that hook wires must also be made 
proportionately stronger. On the TMC 501, we use standard wire instead of the 
traditional 2X-fine or 3X-fine wire. We believe this is the strongest hook made for 
midge flies in the world. 

Dry Fly, D/E, 2X Short, 1X Fine, Forged, Bronze.TMC921
A versatile short-shank, dry fly hook that can be incorporated into parachute 
flies, thorax flies, mayfly emergers and CDC flies. The TMC 921 is also a 
popular choice for extended-body mayfly patterns.  

#18 #16 #14 #12 #10

#16

#8 #6

#14 #12 #10

#10 #8

#18 #16 #14 #12

#22 #20 #18 #16

#24 #22 #20

#26 #24 #22 #20 #18 #16

#32 #30 #28

#21 #19 #17 #15

#13 #11

#19

#11 #9 #7

#17 #15 #13

#24 #22 #20 #18 #16 #14

#12 #10 #8

#18 #16 #14 #12

#16 #14 #12 #10

#8 #6 #4
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Wet, D/E, 2X Wide, 2X Short, TCR point, Bronze.TMC106TC
A new short-shank wet fly hook with TC point. This could be used for 
parachute flies, terrestrials and caddis pupae & larvae patterns as well. Truly 
versatile.

Wet Fly & Nymph, D/E, 2X Heavy, Sproat bend, Bronze.TMC3769
The standard down-eye hook for wet flies and nymphs. This model combines 
a sproat bend with 2X-heavy wire for added strength. A proven choice for 
many types of sub-surface flies.

Wet Fly & Nymph, D/E,1XL, 2X Heavy, Sproat bend, 
Bronze.TMC3761

The same basic design as the TMC 3769, but this hook is 1X long for tying more 
extended nymph patterns and is available in a wider size range, from sizes #2-
#20. 

#16#18 #14 #12

#10 #8

#18

#8 #6

#16 #14 #12 #10

#20

#8

#2

#6

#4

#18 #16 #14 #12

#10

Shrimp & Caddis pupa, D/E, 2X Wide, 2X Short, 2X 
Heavy, Bronze.

TMC2487

Gold.TMC2487G

Shrimp & Caddis pupa, D/E, 2X Wide, 2X Short, Fine 
wire, Bronze.

TMC2457

A curved, fine-wire hook design that is especially effective for shrimp, caddis 
pupae and other emerger imitations. This model is 2X short and 2X wide in the 
gape for more secure hooking on large fish.  

Floating nymph, Shrimp, Caddis pupa, D/E, 2X Wide, 
2X Short, Fine wire, Barbless, Bronze.TMC2487BL

#24 #22 #20 #18

#14

#16

#12 #10

#24 #22 #20 #18 #16

#14 #12 #10

#18 #16 #14 #12

#10 #8 #6

Same design as the TMC 2487, except finished in Gold.

Same design as the TMC2487, except that is barbless. The longer point of this 
hook allows for the same secure hooking and holding as the popular barbed 
model.

#24 #22 #20 #18

#14

#16

#12 #10

Dry Fly & Nymph, Straight eye, 3X Wide, 2X Short 
curved shank, Fine wire, Bronze.TMC2488

A newly designed hook with a curved short shank. The straight-eye design 
provides a more open gape in the smaller sizes. More than just a straight-eye 
version of TMC2487, this hook is useful for a wide variety of small patterns.  

Same design as the TMC 2487, except with 2X-heavy wire for added strength. 
An exceptional hook for glo-bugs and other egg patterns.

#30

#12 #10

#28 #26 #24 #22 #20 #18 #16

#14

Nymph & Dry Fly, Straight eye, 3XL,Standard wire, 
Semidropped Point,Forged, Bronze.TMC200R

A straight-eye nymph and dry-fly hook that incorporates a gradually sloped 
bend to better imitate certain insects. Because this design is 3X-long with a 
sloping bend, the hook point is semi-dropped for better penetration and 
holding. 

Hopper & Terrestrial, Straight eye, 2XL, 1XF, Slightly 
humped shank, Forged, Bronze. 

A versatile design for stoneflies, caddis and hopper flies, as well as nymphs. It 
features a straight eye and slightly curved, 2X-long shank. The Wire is 1X-fine 
for enhanced floatation of the fly. 

TMC2312

Terrestrial, D/E, 2XL, Standard wire, Slightly humped 
shank,Forged, Bronze.TMC2302

Same design as the TMC 2312, except this hook has a down eye and uses 
standard wire for added strength.

#22

#10

#4

#8

#6

#20 #18 #16
#14

#12

#16

#8 #6

#14 #12

#10

#16

#8 #6

#14 #12 #10

Swimming nymph,Straight eye, 1XF, Forged, Bronze.TMC400T
The upswept shank on this model simulates the body posture of a swimming 
nymph and can be a tremendous advantage in tying precise imitations for 
selective fish. The design uses a straight eye and 1X-fine wire to help produce a 
swimming motion in the fly. 

#14 #12 #10
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Caddis pupa & larva, Floating nymph, Emerger, Soft hackle,
Parachute, Keel nymph, 2X Short, 1X~3X Variable fine, 
Curved shank, Barbless, Black.TMC206BL

On this barbless model the shank curves gradually down toward the rear of the 
hook to balance the slightly up-turned eye, so it rides as a straight-eye hook 
would in the water. This is an excellent choice for caddis pupa imitations, 
floating nymphs, emergers, soft hackle flies, parachute dries, CDC dries, shrimp 
flies and many other patterns. 

Caddis pupa, Up eye, Standard wire, 5X Wide, 
Semidropped Point, Barbless, Bronze.TMC205BL

This curved, barbless model hook is designed for caddis pupa, scuds, shrimp and 
stonefly nymphs. Adding lead wire in the center of the hook or along the whole shank 
will make you finished nymph drift with the point up and the back down toward the 
bottom. This technique allows for long, snag-free drifts of the fly. For an upright drift, 
wind your lead only at the thorax of the fly.  

Nymph & Streamer, 2XL~3XL Variable long shank, 
Standard wire, Forged, Bronze.

Nymph & Streamer, D/E, 2XL, 2X Heavy, 
Perfect bend, Forged, Bronze.

A versatile nymph and streamer hook that uses the TMC perfect bend to produce a 
classic design. The shank is 2X long and uses 2X-heavy wire for added strength. This 
hook should be a standard part of every fly tyer's basic selection of hooks.  

TMC5262

Nymph & Streamer, D/E, 3XL, 2X Heavy, 
Perfect bend, Forged, Bronze.

Same as the TMC 5262, except 3X long for nymph and streamer patterns that require 
additional length.

TMC5263

#24 #22 #20 #18 #16

#14 #10#12

TMC947BL
The hook shank on this barbless model is curved slightly to help achieve a more 
natural-looking nymph imitation. The curved shank also helps the fly ride in the 
correct position in the water instead of turning upside-down. The wide size range, 
sizes #4-#20, allows you to cover all nymph patterns from the largest stoneflies to 
smallest mayflies. Since this model uses standard wire, it can also be used for tying 
dry flies or floating terrestrials. 

Streamer, D/E, 6XL, Heavy wire, Forged, Bronze.TMC300
A down-eye streamer hook that is 6X long to fit the requirements of many 
classic streamer patterns. This model uses heavy wire to stand up to the large 
fish that are often hooked using this type of fly.  

Streamer & Wet Fly, D/E, Heavy wire, Limerick bend, 
Semidropped point, Forged, Black.TMC700

This model is a strong, well-designed hook for streamers and steelhead wet flies. It incorporates 
the Limerick bend and a semi-dropped point for excellent hooking and holding power on heavy 
fish. Heavy wire is used to stand up to large, active steelhead, trout and other species.  

TMC765TC
This ultramodern 5.5 X long streamer hook that features the Limerick bend 
and straight TC point could go well with classic streamer patterns as well. 
This is an ideal hook for muddler minnow, sculpin patterns, zonkers and 
other contemporary streamers.

#20

#10

#4

#8

#6

#18 #16 #14

#12

#20 #18 #16 #14

#12 #10 #8

#18

#8

#2

#6

#4

#16 #14 #12

#10

#16 #14 #12

#10 #8

#2

#6

#4

#8 #6

#4

#2

#12 #10

#10

#1/0

#2#4

#8 #6

#12

#6

#4

#10

#8

Streamer, D/E, Tapered loop-eye, 0X~3X Heavy, 5.5XL, 
1.5X Wide gape, Limerick bend, TCS point, Black nickel.

Wet Fly & Streamer, Up-turned tapered loop-eye, 
2X Heavy, 2X Long, Wide gape, Black.TMC7931C

A new salmon hook. The shank is tapered so the thickness of the shank would be 
even. As a matter of fact, flies are going to be more elegant with these hooks. The 
wider gape to insure more secure hooking and holding.  

#2/0

#3/0

#4/0

#5/0
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Bass Bug, Straight eye, Fine wire, Wide gape, 
Forged, Bronze.TMC8089

A specialized hook for tying bass bugs. The straight eye and wide gape are 
helpful for tying deer hair, an essential part of many bass patterns. The fine 
wire on this model helps keep patterns "floating like a cork." This model 
also available with a nickel finish. Ask for TMC 8089NP (nickel plate).  

Salmon/Steelhead Dry Fly, Up-turned tapered loop-
eye, Light wire, Forged, Black.

Salmon/Steelhead Wet Fly, Up-turned tapered loop-
eye, Heavy wire, Forged, Black. 

TMC7989

An up-turned, tapered-loop eye design that has become the standard model 
for salmon and steelhead wet flies. It uses heavy wire for added strength. 
Black only.  

Same basic design as the TMC 7999, but this model is used for dry fly 
patterns and uses light wire for additional floatation of the fly.

TMC7999

#12

#6 #4

#10 #8

#2 #1/0

#2/0

#8

#2

#6

#4

#10#12

#6 #2

Streamer, Straight eye, 4XL, 3X Heavy, Nickel plated.

This heavy-wire model is plated with nickel, a corrosion-resistant finish 
suitable or saltwater, bass and streamer flies. For anglers who prefer a 
traditional bronze finish, ask for TMC 9395.  

TMC9394

#10

#4

#2

#8 #6

Bronze.TMC9395

#10

#4

#2

#8 #6

Saltwater Fly, Straight eye, Heavy wire, Semidropped 
Point, Forged, Stainless.TMC800S

A stainless steel, saltwater hook designed for use on everything from tarpon 
to bonefish. Due to the requirements of the manufacturing process, our 
stainless hooks are not chemically sharpened. However, the points are just as 
sharp as our other models. 

Saltwater Fly, Straight eye, Standard Length, 
Extra Strong, Forged, Stainless.TMC811S

Designed as a basic stainless hook for saltwater fly fishing. Available in size 
from #4/0-#8, this model covers a wide variety of saltwater flies and 
gamefish, with a particular emphasis on bonefish, permit and similar 
patterns.  

#8 #6

#4 #2

#8 #6 #4

#2 #1

#1/0 #2/0

#3/0

#4/0
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TMC411S
For many years, saltwater anglers had to bend their stainless hooks to 
achieve the right look for their flies. Now the TMC 411S design lets them 
take advantage of an ideal bend-back hook for snag-free saltwater fly fishing.  

Saltwater Fly, Straight eye, Extra Strong, Bend Back, 
Forged, Stainless.

TMC511S
This stainless model is a single-humped popper hook designed for saltwater use. 
In smaller sizes, it can also be used for freshwater fishing. The wide gape makes 
for more secure hook-ups. 

Popper and Skipping Bug, Straight eye, 4XL, 
2X Wide, Single hump, Forged, Stainless.

#8

#1/0

#6

#4

#6 #2

#1/0

#2/0

TMC146Z Dry Fly, Extra-Fine Wire, Black.

TMC246Z Emerger/Caddis Pupa, Short Shank, 
Extra-Fine Wire,Wide Gape, Black.

TMC346Z Nymph, 2XL, 1X Strong, Black.

TMC
Quick Eye
Hook

Slip a monofilament 
loop into the eye 
and tie up.

Slip your leader into 
the eye and tie a 
clinch knot. 

If your fly is tied on the Quick Eye Hook, you no longer have 
to worry about threading the leader through the eye of your fly 
in the evening or on a cold day. The eye of this hook is open at 
one side. So you can slip a monofilament loop into the eye easily. 
You can also tie a clinch knot as usual and the flanged end prevents 
the knot from slipping out of the eye. 

#22 #20 #18 #16 #14

#12
#10

#20 #18 #16 #14

#12 #10

#18 #16 #14

#12 #10

TMC911S
A versatile stainless steel saltwater hook with a very small barb, strong wire and 
an extra long shank. This hook was designed for saltwater baitfish imitations 
especially where a long, thin profile is desired. 

Saltwater Fly, Straight eye, 4XL, 3X Strong, Forged, 
Stainless.

#4

#1/0

#2/0

#3/0

#4/0

#2

TMC146Z

TMC246Z

TMC346Z
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